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External Message - Please be cautious when opening links or attachments in email
Hello,
Given the length until our hearing date for our hens license appeal (137 Hinge Road) we would like to file for an Interim Stay for
our hens while we await the process to be completed. Attached is a file of the common myths people may have about chickens
which debunks all reasons given in the appeal for why we should not be able to have the chickens at our property.
Thanks,
Rebecca Turner
https://www.rupehort.com/_ccLib/attachments/pages/Urban+Chicken+Info_7+False+Myths+About+Urban+Chickens_110214.pdf?
fbclid=IwAR0F8qW06FURodFCorJOQ3WVpsQ07U36q14IXKiUJukQ-U-Gyhwx7u--jN0

Sent from my iPhone

The 7 False Myths About Urban Chickens
by Patricia Foreman
The local foods movement is not only gaining ground, it is here to stay; and that includes family
flocks of chickens. Chickens are the mascots of local foods because of the many talents and skill
sets they innately bring to small scale food production. These skill sets include being pesticiders
(eating mosquitoes, ticks and fleas), herbiciders (by eating and clearing unwanted vegetation),
and organic fertilizer generators (that can help create and enhance garden soil). The trend for
backyard flocks is so strong, that in the past 2 years, over 500 towns and cities have revised their
laws to allow urban folks to keep their own chickens.
With the reemergence of backyard chickens across the country, there have been tremendous
amounts of misconceptions, false beliefs and downright prejudice surrounding the keeping of
micro-flocks of chickens. As the co-host of the Chicken Whisperer Backyard Poultry and
Sustainable Lifestyles Talk Show, we have heard it all.
There are seven main concerns that routinely surface when the topic of city chicks is discussed.
These are: 1. disease, 2. noise, 3. waste, odor and flies, 4. predators & rodents, 5. property
values, 6. appearances, and 7. what will neighbors think? Let’s look at the facts behind each of
these concerns.
Myth 1. Chickens Carry Diseases Communicable to Humans. Fact: the truth is that small flocks
have literally no risk of avian flu transmission to humans. The 2006 Grain Report states: “When
it comes to bird flu, diverse small-scale poultry is the solution, not the problem.”
Centers for Disease Control (CDC) states on their website: “There is no need at present to remove a
(family) flock of chickens because of concerns regarding avian flu.”
Avian flu has been in the press as concern to commercial poultry production where birds are
raised in monster-size flocks that are confined in over-crowed environments. This causes high
stress and compromised immune systems in the birds. Any sign of disease, including a sneeze,
could result in a huge number of birds getting sick; and this puts at risk a large amount of
profit. As many experts have stated publicly, the solution to avian flu is in small-scale poultry.
Myth 2. Chickens are too Noisy. Fact: laying hens — at their loudest — have about the same
decibel level as human conversation (60 to 70 decibels). Hens are so quiet that there have been
cases of family flocks being kept for years without the next door neighbors knowing it.
To some, noise is a concern with roosters and their pre-dawn heralding of sunrises. Many urban
codes ban roosters, or only allow them to be kept with special permits. The noise level of a
rooster’s crow is about the same as a barking dog; 90 decibels. But there are ways to keep
roosters quiet throughout the night. Many folks regard crowing as a pleasant sound.
Myth 3. Waste and Odor. Fact: a forty pound dog generates more solid waste then ten chickens.
To be more specific, one 40 pound dogs generates about ¾ (.75 pounds) of poo every day. Ten
chickens generate about two-thirds (.66 pounds) daily poop.
The advantage to chicken manure is that it can be used as valuable, high-nitrogen fertilizer.
Unlike dog or cat poop, chicken poo can be combined with yard and leaf waste to create
compost. Just as valuable, about 40% of the chicken manure is organic matter which is necessary
for building fertile, healthy top soil.
Chicken manure is so valuable that there is a product called Cockadoodle Doo®. What
Cockadoodle Doo is made of? You guessed it; dried chicken manure. A 20 pound bag sells for
$15.00. That’s 76 cents a pound for chicken manure! Lets take the stakes even higher. Where

does most commercial fertilizer come from? Think oil. Can chickens’ services and products help
us decrease our dependence on oil? Yes, in many ways and on many levels.
Myth 4. Chickens Attract Predators, Pests & Rodents. Fact: Predators and rodents are already
living in urban areas. Wild bird feeders, pet food, gardens, fish ponds, bird baths, trash waiting
to be collected all attract raccoons, foxes, rodents and flies. Modern micro-flock coops, such as
chicken tractors arks, and other pens are ways of keeping, and managing, family flocks that
eliminate concerns about predators, rodents and other pests.
Indeed, chickens are part of the solution to pesky problems. Chickens are voracious carnivores
and will seek and eat just about anything that moves including ticks (think Lymes disease),
fleas, mosquitoes, grasshoppers, stink bugs, slugs, and even mice, baby rats and small snakes.
Myth 5. Property Values Will Decrease. Fact: there is not one single documented case that we
know of about a next door family flock that has decreased the value of real estate. On the
contrary, local foods and living green is so fashionable, that some Realtors and home sellers are
offering a free chicken coop with every sale. An example of this at www.GreenWayNews.com.
Myth 6. Coops are Ugly. Fact: micro-flock coop designs can be totally charming, upscale and
even whimsical. Some of them are architect designed and cost thousands of dollars. Common
design features include blending in with the local architectural style, matching the slope of the
roof and complementing color schemes. For examples go to www.MyPetChicken.com.
Myth 7. What Will Neighbors Think? Fact: you can’t control what anyone thinks, much less
your neighbor. Once folks gain more experience with the advantages and charms of chickens,
most prejudice and fear evaporates; especially when you share some of those fresh, hearthealthy, good-for-you eggs from your family flock.
There is one huge advantage to family flocks that is often overlooked during chicken debates.
That is their role and value in solid waste management systems. Chickens, as clucking civic
workers, are biomass recyclers and can divert tons of organic matter from the trash collection
and landfills.
Chickens will eat just about all kitchen “waste”. They love people food, even those “gone-by”
leftovers that have seasoned in the refrigerator. Combine their manure with grass clippings,
fallen leaves and garden waste, and you create compost. Composting with chicken helpers
keeps tons of biomass out of municipal trash collection systems.
All this can save BIG TIME taxpayer dollars, which is especially valuable in these times of
stressed municipal budgets.
There is precedence for employing family flocks as part of trash management. It is being done
very successfully in some European towns. One example is the town of Deist in Flanders,
Belgian. The city buys laying hens to give to residents who want them. The chickens’ job is to
divert food waste from the trash stream and not having to be pickup by workers, transported,
and then disposed. The savings are significant.
You can learn more about employing family flocks as both civic and garden workers in City
Chicks: Keeping Micro-flocks of Chickens as Garden Helpers, Compost Creators, Biomass Recyclers and
Local Food Suppliers.
May the flock be with you!
…and to quoth the Chicken: “evermore”.
Patricia Foreman
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There are currently two fox dens across the street. We have young children and are concerned
about foxes, coyotes and other potential predators entering our property in an attempt to enter
the property where the chickens are proposed to be. There is also a bear that lives close by that
we do do not wish to be tempted to come near our property or the many homes with young
children and elderly folk.
Also chickens and chicken feces have a high risk of carrying Salmonella or Campylobacter
infections if not cared for properly. We have a medical compromised daughter which is even
more susceptible to infection.

May 26, 2021
via email: Heather.Fredeen@rmwb.ca

Regional Municipality of Wood Buffalo
9909 Franklin Avenue,
Fort McMurray, Alberta,
T9H 2K4
Attention: Heather Fredeen Secretary of the CSAC
Dear Madam:
RE:

Request for Stay – CSAC 2021-001: Appeal of the decision to grant
Hen License # 2021-009, 137 Hinge Road

I am writing on behalf of the Municipality’s Manager of Bylaw Services, the delegated Licensing
Authority under the Backyard Hen Bylaw No. 21/006. We understand that the Respondent in the above
noted Appeal has made a request to the Community Standards Appeal Committee (the “Committee”)
for an Interim Stay.
An Interim Stay is defined in the Community Standards Appeal Committee Bylaw No. 19/001 as a
temporary suspension of enforcement of an MGA Order, appeal of a Hen Licensing Decision, Animal
Licensing Decision or Declaration of Vicious Animal pending a further decision of the Committee. The
Bylaw further defines a Hen Licensing Decision as a decision by the licensing authority to issue, renew,
revoke or refuse to issue a license under the Bylaw.
In this instance, the Licensing Authority issued a Hen License to the Respondent for the keeping of hens
at 137 Hinge Road on May 3, 2021. As a result of Section 15 of the Backyard Hen Bylaw, the
Respondent is not legally authorized to start keeping hens on the property until:
(a) the 14 day appeal period has expired (if no appeal has been filed); or
(b) the Community Standards Appeal Committee has made a decision to uphold the License.

On May 14, 2021, an Adjoining Neighbour filed an Appeal of the Authority’s decision to grant a Hen
License at 137 Hinge Road and the matter has been scheduled to be heard by the Community
Standards Appeal Committee on June 24, 2021. Unfortunately, the Respondent in this instance
initially misunderstood her obligations under the Backyard Hen Bylaw and began keeping hens at 137
Hinge Road before the appeal period expired. When an appeal was filed, Bylaw Services became
aware the Respondent had hens on her property and contacted the Respondent to discuss why she
did not yet have the legal authority to do so. Understanding her obligations, the Respondent agreed
to voluntarily comply with the Bylaw and rehome the hens until the appeal is heard. There has not
been an enforcement order issued by Bylaw Services in regards to this matter.
As identified above, an Interim Stay is intended to apply to stay a decision made by the Licensing
Authority. In regards to a Hen Licensing Decision, it applies to a decision to issue, renew, revoke or
refuse to issue a licence. In the current situation, there has only been one decision issued by the
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Licensing Authority: the decision to issue the Licence. The Respondent is unable to legally keep hens
on her property as a result of Section 15 of the Backyard Hen Bylaw, not as the result of any decision
by the Lincensing Authority. The facts of this situation do not give rise to any decision of the Licensing
Authority that can be stayed and would result in the Applicant being legally authorized to keep hens
at 137 Hinge Road.

Sincerely,
REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF WOOD BUFFALO
Per:

Section 17 (1) FOIP
Section 17 (1) FOIP

Caitlin Hanly
Municipal Legal Counsel
Legal Services Department
caitlin.hanly@rmwb.ca

cc:

Sabrina Caterini, Manager, Bylaw Services (via email: Sabrina.caterini@rmwb.ca)
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